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SECTION I
Health Insurance is the insurance of an individual against the
loss of wage through temporary sickness, or in case of death, the
insurance of provision for a funeral and a temporary substitute to
the dependents during the time of readjustment of said dependents
to the new conditions incurred. However, it is not the purpose here
to study it as a problem for the individual, but as a group insur-
ance carried by the employer for his entire force of employees,
wherein the employer contracts with the insurance company and each
employee receives a supplementary certificate. The Equitable Com-
pany of New York and the Maryland Casualty Company of Baltimore to-
gether with several smaller companies carry this type of insurance.
The assumption of its desirability i3 made at the outset. It
is at the very least a decided step in advance, both in the line of
social problems and as a practical money saving proposition for em-
ployers and employees alike. Its basis is the inclusion of the
weaker lives by supporting them by the larger percentage of the
stronger lives. Health Insurance is not generally advocated as a
substitute for life insurance but as a supplement to life insurance
and thus very nicely falls under the group insurance plan.
The general trend of the times seems to be leading to a much
more extended plan of health insurance than has already been built
up. The movement in the United States as brought before public eye
in literature and governmental action is comparatively new, though
the basic ideas come to us from other countries, who have for a long
time been legislating on them. The newness of the problem at once
gives rise to innumerable questions. Whether or not there should
be joint sharing of expenses and joint control or entire control and

2assumption of expenses on either the side of the employer or employee
is a matter outside of the scope of this work, as are other ques-
tions of similar nature.
In Europe, as early as the Middle Ages, health insurance as re-
liefs for sickness in the form of trade guilds was heard of through-
out Europe. These benefits or reliefs took the form of trade unions
in Germany, of friendly societies in England, and of fraternal asso-
ciations in the United States. In Germany and Denmark, the two
countries in which health insurance is probably the most widely ex-
tended, a compulsory insurance was formed in 1B84 and a voluntary
insurance in 1893. It is not a nationwide movement as yet in the
United States but legislation is constantly taking place. Up to the
present time about six states have definitely adopted health insur-
ance.
The first company to carry this type of insurance was the Health
Insurance Company of Philadelphia in 1847 which existed but a short
time. Its failure was naturally due to conclusions based on inade-
quate and unsound data. In 1860 companies began in a small way to
carry health insurance in connection with life insurance. However,
the problem is essentially different in the United States than in
the above mentioned countries, where it has been much more freely
developed. Up to 1910, the companies in this country, had used the
experience of other countries in fixing their rates, since little or
no practical material was available. It must, however, be recognized
that economic and social conditions will have a vital effect on the
problem and cause it to be very diverse in different localities. It
is only recently that statistics of any real scientific value have
begun to be compiled. The really ideal results will not be reached

3until several years of statistics are ready. The work then already
accomplished is nothing in comparison with that left to do.
In view of the above statements it is evident that still small-
er divisions than locality will affect Health Insurance. Therefore,
it is the purpose of the present work to show as nearly as possible
by an actuarial study, the particular problem arising in a large
department store in contrast to that problem, say, of a factory or
another chosen group working under given conditions. It is hoped
that the cost and a practical plan that department stores could use
in computing the cost will be the results of this effort.
For actual statistics, there was obtained through the courtesy
of Marshall Field and Company, Retail at Chicago, a complete record,
etc. , of the days lost through sickness by each person in the year
1917, These statistics are far from ideal but they afford some
working basis and most certainly point out the urgent need of fuller
material.
SECTION. II
Turning now too the special problem, let the necessary data for
the derivation of tables by means of which the cost of Health In-
surance can be calculated, be considered. Keeping in mind the fact
that it must finally be determined how much time a person of given
age and experience may be expected to lose. When this point i3
reached a few simple calculations would suffice to get the actual
monetary cost. This work will be confined to the calculation of
cost in time. To compile such tables then, it is necessary to know
the age, sex, number of years of experience and number of days lost
through illness for each year. It could then be foretold how many

4days under average conditions, say, a girl of nineteen would be ab-
sent through illness, or how many days the company wfculd expect to
lose when they took such a person into their employ. For example,
if all the days lost by the girls nineteen years of age were added
together and divided by all the girls of nineteen, there could be
obtained the expectancy of days absent for a girl of nineteen wfcen
she entered the establishment. If this was repeated for ten years
and an average struck the expectancy of sickness would be very reli-
able. This i3 an exceedingly brief statement of the fundamental
process. If all the influencing factors are taken into consideration
the problem becomes more intricate. A clear example of such a prob-
lem comes up in dealing with the particular data obtained for this
work so it need not be enlarged upon here.
Before considering the data itself, let a few factors which
will, to some extent influence the results obtained, be considered.
Marshall Field and Company is the largest establishment of its kind
in the world, thus providing a sufficiently large number of happen-
ings so that the effects of errors are lessened. The rigid medical
examination that must be undergone before a person may enter their
employ, noticeably lowers the sickness rate. The working conditions
are exceedingly superior, the store maintains a medical bureau under
management of an excellent physician and a corps of trained workers.
Much time is given over to placing a person in a position suitable
to their strength and ability, thus avoiding an overtax of mind and
body. It is plainly seen that the sickness rate will be lower here
than perhaps in another establishment where conditions are not so
good. Hcv/ever, the problem is essentially the same for in both cases
the actual loss of time must be calculated before the cost can be

5estimated. The difference of course will lie in carrying a higher
or lower insurance, whichever the case may be. Marshall Field and
Company pays its ten to fifteen thousand employees half-time for all
time out on account of illness after a period of three days and a
certain time in their service. Thus, the Question for them is, would
it not be more economical to carry group Health Insurance and do
away with the above plan. Health Insurance would then also lighten
somewhat the work of the Medical Bureau. However, a medical bureau
would necessarily have to be kept up and more than likely a satis-
factory arrangement could be made with the insurance company whereby
the establishment would do the necessary examining before a policy
could be taken out. It is almost sure, however, that half-time pay
plus the amount obtained from lightening the Medical Bureau force
would far exceed the cost of Health Insurance.
Marshall Field and Company has kept for the past few years the
number of days absent per person per section on account of personal
illness. A complete record of such absences for the year 1917 has
been secured. Table la, lb, shows a sample of the records for twenty
five sections. The number of days absent means the total number of
days lost in that section in the month of January, and so on. The
number of people absent means the number of people gone during the
month of January for that section, and so on. Thus, the number of
days lost divided by the number of people absent gives the average
number of days lost per person absent. Such a process was followed
for the two hundred and thirty-seven sections, for each month in the
year. Table II shows a sample of such results for twenty-five sec-
tions. The next step was to compile the average number of days
absent into a frequency table and find a curve to fit the data that

6would give the rule of absences in a simple graphical form. Table
III gives the frequency table from which Figure I wa6 plotted. The
first column is the average number of days lost per person absent,
the second column the number of departments having that given aver-
age in a month. Thus the frequencies number twelve times the number
of departments. In using such data a desirable unit for days absent
must be determined such as one-tenth, one-half, or a whole day. The
original table is given in tenths of days. In Figure I the tenths
of days are used as abscissas and the number of departments having
that average of absences as ordinates. The black line joining the
frequencies of every tenth day clearly shows how undesirable a tenth
of a day would be for a unit. The black line formed by dashes shows
a much more regular occurrence of peaks. It is noticed here that the
highest points are at the whole day marks and the next set of highest
points at the half-day marks. Indeed, the line in red connecting the
half-day peaks runs along under the dotted black line connecting the
whole day peaks in an almost symmetrical manner. This leads to the
conclusion that a half-day unit would be desirable in-so-far as it
would include the highest peak of the black and of the red in one
frequency, the second highest peak of the black and the second high-
est of the red in another frequency, and so on. Thus the most con-
venient unit is found, and a set of data as given in Table IV is se-
cured. In this table we find in the first column the average number
of days lost and in the second the number of departments that have
this average loss. From this is obtained a series of points. The
problem now resolves itself into finding the curve which best fits
the set of points. Figure II gives the plotting of the set of points
as they stand. The plan followed in the determination of this curve

7can be found in full in Pearson' s* "Contributions to the Mathematical
Theory of Evolution. However, it being the purpose to present in
this paper all the necessary material needed for the calculation of
Health Insurance, the theory and calculation for this particular
case will be carried through in as brief a form as possible.
In order to determine the curve for a given frequency table
some method must be determined whereby a curve can be fitted to the
given data. For such a purpose ^;he method of moments has been de-
vised, which is based upon the summation process. The nth moment of
any particular frequency is the product of the frequency and the nth
power of the distance of the frequency from the vertical about which
the moments were taken or the nth moment of any ordinate y of a fre-
quency-curve about the vertical through a point distance x from it,
is yxn . Thus the first moment is fx. In this manner the frequency
and its relative position are taken into account. There are various
ways of calculating moments. The method of Hardy was chosen here
for its straight-forwardness and adaptability to the calculating ma-
chines. Perhaps it is on the face a little mechanical, but it arises
directly from the same theory that the other methods do and has a
number of checks.
Formulae have been derived for moments as follows for use in
connection with the Hardy3 method.
s3 «d
V3 = 3S3 - d(l+d)
V
3
m 6S4 - 3V3 (l+d) - d(l+d)(2+d)
*Karl Pearson, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, Part
I, Vol. A. "Contributions to the Mathematical Theory of Evolution
'Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. Mr. K. Pearson,
"On the Mathematical Theory of Evolutioh", page 344 and following
3Elderton,W. Palin, "Frequency-Curves and Correlation", pp 19-32.

8V4 * 24S5 - 2V3 [2(l+d)+l] - V2 [6(l+d)(2+d)-l]
-d(l+d) (2+d)(3+d).
In Table IV, we find four sums in the last four columns and in the
first column the center of each time interval, in the second the
corresponding frequency. There is then obtained
9347
2150
S2 « d = : * 4. 347
S3 2150 " 23 ' 12
S4
= 131.8
S5
c 775.04
and we have the mean 0+. 5 x 4. 34 * 2.17.
Since the curve has no high contact at either end the correc-
tions for this need not be applied and the moments stand
y4_, = 4.347 = 23.07 M3 27 4.34 ^ * 6450.66
as they are. They can then be used in determining the curve.
The general form* of the curve is
(1) i it « since when y - 0, & *
y dx F(x) ux
and when x -a, 4^ s 0» The two most obvious characteristics ofdx
frequency distributions, that is, the starting at zero and rising to
a maximum, are thus included. This curve is readily seen to be close
ly associated with the normal curve
(2) I £y_ = J£.
y dx a
Another form of curve (l) is after expanding F(x) by Maclaurin's
formula
(2) i s *+a , or
y dx top+b^x+bgX
Mr. K. Pearson "On the Mathematical Theory of Evolution", Philosoph-
ical Transactions of the Royal Society, Part. I, Vol. A. , p 381.

9(3) d log 7 _ *+a .
dx b +b1x+b2x
The form of the curve then depends upon the roots of the right-hand
denominator.
By algebraic manipulation, the discriminant of b^+bjX+bgX* or
b^-4b bg becomes
which for brevity is termed as K where/t> i *^£3 ' p 3 « ^Z£^a
K then is the criterion for the determination^of the curve. When K
equals -1, the roots are real and of different signs when 0<K<1,
the roots are complex, and so on. Thus, seven different types of
curves arise.
In this particular data
& x « 6. 129
K = -83. 17
(^3 2 - - 6)
e
-.14 or nearly zero. Thus the curve
— /x / * t /atakes the general form y = yQe (l+£) or Type III in Eldertona
for K is considered infinite. The constants are defined as follows.
y = 3g2 = . 168
a * = -2. 06
S
^2
p fa = -. 34608
N pP*1
m
2150 -. 346"' 346
'*'1
Y
° " a e*£+ l -2.06 e- 346p346+l
yQ * 1186.87
y 1186. 87e*(W a^ X
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The necessary material for plotting the curve of sickness has
now been found. A method whereby calculation for the ordinates and
abscissa of the curve is much simplified can be found in "Tables for
Statisticians and Biometricians" by Karl Pearson. This method ap-
plies only to Curve III of Karl Pearson's curves, but is very help-
ful in plotting that particular curve.
Table V gives the abscissas and ordinates found by this method
which are used to plot the curve in Fig.TTr Thus the rate of sick-
ness is represented in a simple graphical form. *
The above Figures and Tables were compiled from results of the
Sales Force absences alone. The departments are divided into two
sections, one section being that concerned only with the sales force
and containing between 9,000 and 10,000 people. The other is the
section containing all the other departments, such as office, wait-
ing room, shipping and delivery. The gross number of days absent
divided by the gross number of people absent in each of these sec-
tions differed only in the hundredths, both being 1. 9 days per per-
son. Since the Sales Force had slightly the larger average and since
also it had the most examples, it was chosen to work with. The to-
tal number of working days in a year multiplied by the total number
of people in the sales force gives the actual number of days work
that Marshall Field and Company could expect in a year. The per
cent of days lost through sickness is then the number of days lost
divided by the actual number of working days. In 1917 there was
. 8$ of the days lost by the Sales Force. That means . 4$ of the to-
tal yearly salaries was paid out and no work received in return. In
the office and miscellaneous departments similar results are found.
The cost in time is easily found by the above tiethod. A
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comparison in the fluctuation can be drawn from yearly curves of the
above type and they would be especially valuable in Showing in a sim-
ple manner the influence of, say, an influenza epidemic such as
spread over the country in the year 1918. These are the fullest
possible results from the available data. The urgent need of more
data is readily seen.
SECTION III
It is fully realized how far from ideal the above work is. But
in order to have an ideal situation, there must be available certain
material. What that material is and a practical method of securing
and maintaining it, will be the contents of this section.
The nature of the material is easily deduced from the previous
work. For good results there should be kept each year a record of
the employees whereby could be ascertained the age, sex, date of
entering employ, number of years of experience and number of days
absent through illness. In order for good results to be obtained
at least ten years of records should be used in working. The above
plan could then be carried out to a much fuller and more satisfactory
extent. It has only been possible to average the entire store to-
gether, thus giving as much weight to an absence of a new and per-
haps young employee as to that of an older and more experienced work-
er. However, with the knowledge of the age, sex, and experience of
an employee, it could be foretold just how much time Marshall Field
and Company could expect to lose when employing, say, a boy of twenty
or a woman of thirty. Tables similar to the mortality table could
be compiled which would give a very fair estimate to the employer.
Table VI gives a proposed card for facilitating the keeping of
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records for such a purpose. It is noticed that the card contains
name, age, sex, years of experience, date of entering employ, date
of leaving employ, days absence for personal sickness, sickness in
family, personal business, company business. This record could for
the most part be filled out on entering employ. The cards should be
filed by departments and alphabetically. The records of absences
already in use should be sent to the filing room and entered on the
cards each day.
On the face of it the above may seem a useless expense but in
the long run it would prove an economical procedure. From the cards
as they stand several problems could be worked out. Health Insur-
ance against the present plan, time lost through personal business,
time lost through company business, and labor turnover. With the
possible addition of a few items, a number of other problems import-
ant to a progressive business house could be worked out. Moreover,
with the above records department can be compared with department,
flaws and leaks can be found and readjustments made.
The advantages of careful actuarial study of such problems is
evident. It gives to the concern a simple working plan based on
carefully worked out scientific facts. In this particular case
Health Insurance, its cost and the curve of sickness can be worked
out very simply from the results in the above work.
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TABLE I (a)
Dept. January February March. April May June
1 52. 5 26 45. 5 A A44 7C rt35. 15 H7 rtOO. O 19 on c29. 5 14 9. 5 9
o2 5. 4 A f\4, A4 5. 5 5 T A1. o 1 O A2. 2 T A A14. O 3
**3 O A f\24. 1 o12 24. 19 7C rt36. lb 50. 5 12 13. 5 18 TO A19. v 14
4 Do 9 28. 7 "1 A14 Q O9. 2 5 f . 2 4 8. v 5 b. ^ A4
5 24. 5 16 on r\28. 18 15. 5 14 11. 5 12 T c A15. W 11 27. 5 OA20
7 25. 8 oo c28. 5 19 4o. 6 11 1 vl A14. U 5 <3l. 5 T Aio A C4. 5 4
o8 15* T A10 oc c25. 5 14 81. r 5 5. v; 4r f R5, w A4
Q
57 2.
o2 O A2. O 2 T A1. o 1 T A1. o 2 A Ao. u AO n A1. 1
10 46. 2 7 A A4. 4 n Ar . O A4 8. 5 b QA A80. v 8 n a11. o A4
11 22. 2 12 Q O». 2 6 a A8. O 6 c A5. U 4 1 A1. w 1 11 A11. o 3
12 5. U 1 A AO. O AO A A0. u A a no. u A AO. U AO a nO. V AO
a a6. o A4 1 I o11. 2 ( c A5. v 1 4. 5 •2o 6. 5 5 1. 2 o2
14 T A1. o 1 3. U 1 AO. VJ AU AO. W AO A AO. O A A Ao. o Ao
15 3. O 1 A A0. o AO A AO. \J A A Ao, u AO Q A8. v 2 A A0. V Ao
15 a a0. rtO A Ao. o A A AO. O AO A Ao. u AO T A1. o 1 3. 7 o2
17 61. 5 26 QA A90. O 34 91. 5 oo29 30. 5 21 An c47. 5 31 oz? A26. o 19
18 a A0. o rt l A1. o 1 A A0. A A0. A A0. A A0. U rt
T A19 TO rt18. 11 1A C30. 5 11 111. 7 17 O *9 O27. 2 16 OQ c29. 5 14 9. 5 11
ort20 5. 5 4 32. 5 15 Q A9. 7 o c2. 5 2 7. 5 8 o A2. 4
21 35. 5 24 57. 5 31 59.0 16 24.5 15 34. 5 21 40.0 16
22 57. 5 14. 29.0 20 15.8 10 10.5 6 28.5 13 23.5 11
23 6.0 6 9.0 7 3.3 4 7.5 7 3.5 2 11.0 9
24 1.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 1.0 1
First column under each month indicates number of days absent in
department.
Second column under each month indicates number of people absent
in department.

TABLE I (b)
Dept. July August Sept. October November December
1 10.0 10 14.0 9 22. 5 15 23. 7 23 34.0 5 37.0 5
2 0.5 1 9.0 3 25.5 3 3.0 1 5.0 7 15.0 1
3 15.0 10 22.0 12 3.0 14 33.0 17 22. 5 1 36.0 6
4 5.5 5 8.0 3 3.0 5 9.0 8 24.0 10 26.0 10
5 12.0 11 15. 5 12 15.0 11 13.0 15 19. 5 2 0.0 8
7 5.5 5 8.5 17 15.7 31 16.2 1 7.5 15 6. 5 1
8 1.0 4 0.0 6 4.0 11 7. 2 11 21.0 1 6.0 1
9 0.0 1 9.0 1. 5 5 0.0 7 5.0 3 0.0
10 1.5 12.5 3 8. 5 2 12.0 7.5 5.0
11 0.0 2 0.5 3 4.0 8 3.0 9 7.0 1 16. 5 2
12 0.0 0.0 1 9.0 3 18.0 2 0.0 0.0 2
13 18.0 1.0 5.0 2 6.0 2 2.0 3.0 2
14 0.0 2.0 1,0 1 2.0 1 1.0 3.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 1.0 1 1.0 . 33
16 19.0 1 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 1.0 1.0
17 32. 7 24 32. 5 23 42. 27 50. 5 17 45.0 2 39.0 8
18 0.0 0. 1.0 1 0. 8.0 1 4.0
19 9.0 5 8.0 9 30. 5 13 31 .2 29 64.0 1 17.0 4
20 6. 4 4.0 4 4.0 3 8.0 4 0.0 7.5
21 19.5 16 19.012 25. 5 17 15. 7 12 21. 1 41. 5 8
22 24.7 14 12.0 7 14. 5 6 29. 5 14 17.5 2 20. 5 13
23 3.5 4 7.0 6 14. 5 5 11. 5 11 55. 2.0 2
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 1.0 1 1.0 1 0.0 1.0 o.o o.o
First column under each month indicates number of days absent in
department.
Second column under each month indicates number of people absent
in department.
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Dept. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
1 2.0 1.0 2. 3 1.7
2 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0
3 2.0 1.2 2. 2 4. 1
4 0.8 2.0 1.8 1. 8
5 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.9
7 3.1 1.4 3.9 2.8
8 1.5 1.7 16.0 1.2
9 1.0 1.0 1.0 0. 5
10 6.5 1.0 1. 7 1.3
11 1.8 1.5 2.6 1.2
12 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1.0 1.7 0.5 1.3
14 3.0 3.0 0,0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.0 2.7 3.
1
1.4
18 1.6 1.0 0.0 0.0
19 1.3 2.7 6.8 1.7
20 1.4 2.1 1.3 1.2
21 4.1 1. 8 3. 7 1. 6
22 1 1 4 1. 5 1. 7
23 1.0 1.2 0. 8 1.0
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
May June July Aug. Sept.
2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.4
1.0 4.6 5.0 3.0 8. 4
1. 7 1.3 1.5 1.8 0. 2
1. 6 1.2 1. 1 2.6 0.6
1.3 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.3
2. 1 1. 1 0.5 5.0 0.5
1.0 1.2 0.3 0. 5 3.0
0.0 1.0 0.5 5.0 0. 2
10.0 2.7 0. 5 4.1 4.2
1.0 3.6 0.5 0.1 0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 5 3.0
1.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 2.5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 5 1.0
4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0
1.0 1. 8 1.9 0.0 0. 5
1.5 1.3 1.3 1.4 1. 6
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
2.0 0.8 1. 8 8. 8 2. 3
0.8 0.5 1.5 1.0 1.3
1.6 2. 5 1. 1 1. 5 1. 4
2. 1 2. 1 1. 8 10. 2 24.
1.7 1.2 0.8 1.1 2.9
0.0 0.0 0.0 1. 1 0.0
0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
Oct. Nov. Dec.
1.0 6. 8 7. 4
3.0 7. 15.0
1.8 22.0 6.0
1. 1 5.0 2. 6
8.0 9. 7 5.0
16. 5. 6. 5
0.7 21.0 6.0
0.5 1.6 0.0
5.0 0.5 5.0
0.3 7.0 8. 2
9.0 0.0 0. 5
3.0 0.5 1.5
2.0 0. 5 1. 5
1.0 0.5 0.3
0. 5.0 0.5
2.9 22. 5 9. 8
8. 0. 0. 8
1. 0. 5 4. 2
2.0 0. 0. 5
1. 2 21. 5. 1
2. 1 8.8 1,4
1.0 0.5 1.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

1 Rid
TABLE III
rt r\0. 0- A C 505 15. 0-15. 5
rt e0. 5- "1 A 445 15. 5-16.0 m
n rt
1. 0- 365 16. 0-16. 5 T
1. 5- o rt 360 16. 5-17.0
o rt2. 0- ft C 122 17.0-17. 5
3. 5- #2 rt 135 17. 5-18.0 c
<7 rt3. 0- n c 36 18. 0-18, 5 ft
r» r~
O. 0— A f\ 41 o
/I rt4. 0- A C 29 19. 0-1S. 5 T
4. 5- r- r\ 35 /\
rr rt5. 0- 9
5. 5- /-. a 33 30. 5-21.0
6. 0- 23
6. 5- rj A 24 rt
n rt7. 0- rt c 13 rt
7, 5- O A 9
O rt8. 0- ft C 5 23.0-23. 5 rt
8. 5- rt rt 12 rt
ft ft9. 0- O P\ 11 34. 0-34. 5 rt
9, 5- t rt 11
i rt rt10. 0- "i rt a 6 rt
1 ft C10. 5-n rt 7 rt
T T rt11. 0- T -i rr 4 rt
11. 5- T ft ft 6 rt
"1 ft ft13. 0- 1ft C 5 37.0-27.5 •X
T ft C12. 5- 1 *7 ft 3 rt
•1 r-T ft
13. 0- n r7 f— 3 rt
13. 5- "1/1 A 2 28. 5-29.0 T
14. 0-14.5 4 29.0-29. 5
14. 5- 3 29. 5-30. rt
Columns 1 and 3 indicate the average number of days lost per person
absent.
Columns 2 and 4 indicate the number of departments with that average.

TABLE IV
Moments by Hardy Method.
ent ral Fre- First Second Third Fourth
Time quency Sum Sum Sum Sum
.25 505 2150 9349 49701 283371
. 75 445 1645 7199 40352 233670
1. 35 365 1200 5554 23153 193318
1.75 360 835 4354 27599 170165
2. 35 122 575 3519 23245 142566
3.75 135 453 2944 19726 119321
3. 25 36 328 2491 16782 99595
5. 75 41 292 2163 14291 82813
4. 25 39 251 1871 12138 68522
4. 75 35 222 1620 10257 56384
5.35 9 187 1398 8637 46127
5. 75 33 178 1211 7239 37490
6. 25 23 155 1033 6028 30251
6.75 24 132 878 4995 24223
7.35 13 108 746 4117 19228
7.75 9 95 638 3371 15111
8. 35 5 86 543 2733 11740
8.75 12 81 457 2190 9007
9. 25 11 69 376 1733 6817
9. 75 11 58 307 1357 5084
10. 25 6 47 249 1050 3727
10.75 7 41 202 801 2677
11. 25 4 34 161 599 1876
11. 75 6 30 127 438 1277
12. 25 5 24 97 311 839
12. 75 3 19 73 214 528
13 25 3 16 54 141 314
13. 75 2 13 38 87 173
14. 25 4 11 25 49 86
14. 75 3 7 14 24 37
15. 25 1 4 7 10 13
15. 75 3 3 3 3 3
2150 9349 49701 283371 1666353
s2
= d m 9347 s3 =
49701 S B 2833'
2150 2150 4 215(
S5 = i^lffp = 775.04° 2150
S2
* d = 4. 347 S
3
23. 12 S4 = 131. 8

TABLE V
aX P login (l+x)-x log a log y y
1. 96 . 3074747760 2. 766929 584. 7
1. 85 . 2108894408 2. 863599 730. 7
1. 75 . 1573829947 2. 917021 826.0
1. 65 . 1216588667 2. 952745 896.9
1. 58 . 0956354011 2. 978768 S52. 2
1. 44 .0757475679 2. 998756 997. 1
1. 34 .0600936772 3. 014310 1033.0
1, 24 . 0475385870 3. 026865 1063.0
1. 13 . 0373510300 3. 037052 1089.0
1. 03 . 0290302286 3. 045393 1110.
0. 93 . 0222200664 3. 052203 1127.
0. 83 .0166571764 3. 057760 1142.
0. 72 . 0121418707 3. 062282 1154.
0. 62 . 0085184131 3. 065905 1163.
0. 52 . 0056635092 3. 068760 1171.
0. 41 . 0034784500 3. 070945 1177.
0. 31 . 0018816369 3. 072592 1181.
0. 21 .0008056742 3. 073618 1185.
0. 10 . 0001944969 3. 079229 1186.
0. 00 . 0000000000 3. 074257 1186.
0. 10 . 0001816920 3. 074292 1186.
0. 21 . 0007049649 3. 073719 1185.
0. 31 . 0015386716 3. 072891 1182.
0. 41 . 0026572022 3. 071772 1179.
0. 52 . 0040366771 3. 070393 1175.
0. 62 .0056566776 3. 068773 1171.
0. 72 . 0074992075 3. 066930 1166.
0. 82 . 0095483472 3. 064831 1161.
0. 93 .0117892152 3. 062640 1155.0
1. 03 . 0142086604 3. 060221 1146.0
1. 13 . 0167952624 3. 057634 1142.
1. 24 . 0195386585 3. 059891 1137.0
1. 34 . 0224287526 3. 052001 1127.0
1. 44 . 0254566065 3. 048073 1117.0
1. 60 .0286179326 3. 045805 1111.0
1. 65 .0318957710 3. 042539 1103.
1. 75 . 0352928923 3. 039137 1094.
1. 86 .0387993748 3. 035630 1085.

TABLE VI
1910
RECORD CARD OF EMPLOYEE
NAME: John Fleming
DEPT. : 43 AGE: 22 SEX: Male
DATE OF ENTERING EMPLOY OF M. F. & Co. : January 4
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE : 3
NUMBER OF DAYS ABSENT IN YEAR
Personal Illness Personal Company
Illness in Family Business Business
January 1
February
March 1. 5
April
May 2
June .5
July
August
September .5 1
October 4
November
December 1
DATE OF LEAVING EMPLOY OF M. F. & Co
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SUMMARY
In summarizing, it can be said that an employee of Marshall
Field and Company may expect to be absent 2. 4 days during the year.
That means that for every 1000 employees Marshall Field and Company
would lose 1200 days pay and 2400 days time. This means that for
every thousand employees 8 more employees must be hired. Thus,
Marshall Field and Company are losing the pay of 12 employees per
thousand per year. This on the face of it could be reduced consid-
erably by an insurance plan.
It must be noticed that in the above records no account is tak-
en of age, sex, time of entering employ of Marshall Field and Company
and so on. In the few sickness tables that have been worked out,
these two things have been quite prominent. If results as striking
as the above have been reached by a method disregarding such matters,
the results when age, sex, and so on were taken into consideration
would point out more urgently the value of an actuarial study and the
need for a different plan of Health Insurance.
In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to fir. A. R. Crathorne
for his interest and help in carrying on this investigation.
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